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evil? 

 

 
 

OUTLINE 

 
1.Introduction: 
 
 

Woman is regarded as an angel in Pakistani society in house. 
 
2.Historical Perspective: 
 

 
a-Arabs regard for woman before Islam-Islam light for woman 

 
3. Islamic regard for woman: 

 
 

a-Mother-Paradise under her feet. 
b-Daughter-Bless for her father. 

c-Sister-a great helper. 
d-Wife-Companion of her husband’s life. 

 
4.Woman in Pakistani society: 

 
 

a-As mother 
b-As daughter 

c-As sister 
d-As wife 

 
5.Role and duties of woman in Pakistani society: 

 
 

a-As mother-Awakes nights sleepless for her baby. 
b-As daughter-Cares for respect of her father and herself and has great obedience. 

c-As sister-helps in education and other activities. 
d-As wife serves husband. 

 
6.Consideration for woman as source of all evil due to misconceptions and 

misunderstandings: 
 
 

a-Karokari-because of self interests, 
b-Sexual harassments-to fulfill ill will. 
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7.Conclusion 

 

Yes, Pakistani society regard woman as angel in house because Pakistani society is based 

on the Islamic ideology and Islam is a religion of peace and regard for rights of all human 

beings. Before Islam, the Arabs deprived woman from the rights and humiliate her and 

there was regard for woman as source of all evil. Islamic education converted the people 

from animals into humans. Islam gives full rights to woman according to the shariah. 

Pakistan had got independence on the Islamic basis. In Islam women are regarded as 

angels in house in the shape of mother, daughter, sister and wife. The roles and duties 

which are performed by woman in Pakistani society confer woman more than angels. 

Woman is also considered as source of all evils in some areas of Pakistani but due to 

misconceptions and misunderstandings. Thus, Pakistani society regard woman as an angel 

in house. 

 

Islam has been playing vital role since beginning for the awareness of the people. Before, 

Islam the Arabs used to humiliate woman by depriving them from their rights in property 

or society. They were buried alive. Such type of injustices and immoral activities 

vanished from those people who accepted Islam.Islam is blessing for the woman rights. 

 

Islamic shariah supports woman rights in economic, social and religious aspects of 

life.Woman has been given 1/8 of the property as mother.The respect for a woman is 

considered in Islamic society in the eyes of father,brother,husband,etc.The religious 

education is necessary for woman to be given.Islamic shariah is freedom for woman from 

evils of society. 

 

 

Pakistan had got independence on the ground of Islam. Woman has same trainings and 

learnings of Islamic society as Islam recommends. Woman has also been recognized with 

the same status as she has in heavens. Woman as a mother has paradise under her feet. 

As a daughter, she is blessing for her father. A sister for her brother is great helper. As a 

wife, companions of her husband’s life.Such kind of regards for woman in Pakistani 

society are greatest of all other worldly societies. 

 

Woman plays vital role and duties in Pakistani society in house which makes her above the 

angelic regard. Woman as a mother sacrifices all her nights and days when she is blessed 

a baby by Allah. What a great duty and role this is! As a daughter, a woman serves her 

father and takes care of her respect and obeys all the decisions of her father for his 

pleasure. A sister in Pakistani society is a great helper for her brothers. She plays games 

with brothers and helps in other activities, like, education. The above roles and duties 

make a woman more than angels in Pakistani society in house. 
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Woman is considered a source of all evil in some areas of Pakistan but this regard is based 

on the misconceptions and misunderstandings created by the evil nature of man. The 

activity of KaroKari is against law. In this woman is used to victimize a man because in 

KaroKari, both the man and woman are killed.The illiterate people do this activity to 

fulfill their financial, social or political purposes. Another, problem is sexual harassment 

for a woman. In the offices or organizations where she works,the people of ill will for 

their need of sex,blame a woman to blackmail her.For this type of misconceptions woman 

inPakistani society can not be regarded as source of all evil. 

 

In simple words, Pakistani society regard woman as an angel in house because it is an 

Islamic society. Analysis of historical perspective and Islamic light favors Islam as the 

best for woman. The status, role and duties of woman played in house in Pakistani society 

prove woman more than angelic regard. There are some misconceptions in some 

territories of Pakistani society which are baseless to regard woman as source of all evil. 

Woman is regarded as angel in house in Pakistani society. 
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